To: District Directors  
LAIS Champions in Districts  
CMC and Circuit Manager  
FET Principals  
School Governing Bodies  

CC: Cluster Chief Directors

From: Provincial LAIS Office

Subject: Urgent notice to provide meals for extended classes through NSNP

Date: 03 June 2021

Morning colleagues

Please be advised that the department has embarked on cost cutting measures in running its mandates because of financial pressures confronting us.

To this effect the instruction letter issued in 2020 regarding use of NSNP funds for extra classes in the form of weekend and vacation classes still holds.

Jenn Consultancy Services had to cut price as a consequence of negotiations with the office as we do with other service providers as well, therefore, they will no longer provide meals in their service, hence the use of NSNP by your schools.

Your office is implored to ensure that learners participating in extra classes are provided meals through NSNP with effect from the 04 June 2021 to the end of the academic year.

Let us work together to ensure cost saving mechanisms are used and promote efficiency in the system as we serve our learners and communities.

Yours in education services

MR AM. MPUPU  
ACTING CHIEF DIRECTOR: EXECUTIVE GOVERNANCE & SUPPORT  
OFFICE OF THE SG